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We prove here, among other results, that if A is a Mori domain containing an uncountable 
field, then any polynomial ring over A is Mori. The Mori property of a domain is determined 
by its maxima! ideals. We use extensively a known characterization of Mori domains in terms of 
the chain condition on annihilators. We characterize Mori domains in terms of semivaluations 
and divisibility goups. We prove an analogue of Nagata’s theorem for the Mori property and 
present an example of a completely integrally closed domain A, S a multiplicative subset of A 
generated by prime elements, such that A is completely integrally closed, but As is not. 
1. Preliminaries 
We recall first some basic notions and facts. All the rings here are commutative, 
not necessarily with unit. In all the sections, except Section 6, any ring is # 0. In 
Sections 3, 4 and 5, all the rings are with 1 # 0. If R is a ring, we denote R’= R \ (0). 
Let A be a domain (A #O, but is not necessarily with unit), K its quotient field. As 
in the case A has a unit, an integral divisorial ideal (in short a divisorial ideal) is 
defined as a nonzero ideal in A which is of the form n,,, Ax,, where x, E K’. 
The domain A is called Mori if it has the ascending chain condition on integral 
divisorial ideals (see e.g. [18,20,23]). In Section 6, the zero ring is considered a Mori 
domain. 
A principal ideal in A is an ideal of the form Aa for a E A, so a does not neces- 
sarily belong to Aa. If A is Mori, then it has the ascending chain condition on princi- 
pal ideals. The domain A is Mori if and only if for any ideal I of A, there exists 
a finite subset F of I such that (A : I)K = (A : F)K ([20, Thm. 11. This theorem holds 
without the assumption that A has a unit). Here the notations are usual, so e.g. 
(A : F)K = {x E K: xf e A for all f in F}. It follows that A is not Mori if and only 
if there exists a strictly descending chain (A : al)K 2 (A : {a,, Q}), 3 . . . , where 
al,a2, . . . are in A. We shall repeatedly use this fact in the following form: A is not 
Mori if and only if there exist elements al, az, . . . in A and x1,x2, . . . in K such that 
x,a;EA for lsi<n and x,a, @A for all n. It follows that a finite intersection of 
Mori domains is Mori [8, Ex. l-31. 
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We recall that a localization of a Mori domain is Mori. More generally, if B is 
a generalized quotient ring of a Mori domain A with respect to a multiplicative sys- 
tem&J of ideals in A, then B is Mori [19, $3 Cor. l] (Proof: Let K be the quotient 
field of A and so also of B. Assume that B is not Mori and let X, E K, b, E B such 
that xnbi E B for 1 I i<n and x,,b, $ B for all n. For any n, there exists an ideal J, 
in $ such that J,b, CA. For all 1 li<n, there exists an ideal Z,,i in $ such that 
In,;XnbiLA. Let I,=]]::; Z,,; for nr2. We have: Z,,J,x,b,gA for all n22. Let 
c,EZ,~, d,e.Z, such that c,,d,,x,b,,$A (nr2). We have: d,,b,EA for all ~22, 
(c,x,)(d, bi) E A for 1 I i< n and (c,x,)(d,b,) $ A for all n 12. This contradicts the 
Mori property of A). 
2. The chain condition on annihilators 
Let R be a ring. An ideal Z of R is called an annihilator if there exists a nonempty 
subset S of R’ such that I= (0 : S), “A” {r E R: rs = 0 for all s in S}. The ring R has 
the descending chain condition on annihilators if any descending chain of annihila- 
tors I, > Z2 2 ... stabilizes (see e.g. [7] and [13, Ch. 4,5] for this condition). It is im- 
mediate that the descending chain condition on annihilators and the ascending chain 
condition on annihilators are equivalent. We shall denote this condition by CC’. 
The ring R does not have CC’ if and only if there exist elements a,,, 6, in R 
(n-1,2,...) such that b,a;=O for lli<n and b,a,#O for all n. 
Lemma 2.1 (cf. [22, II Thm. 11). Let Z#A be an ideal in a domain A, a#0 an ele- 
ment of I. Then Z is divisorial u Z/As is an annihilator in the ring A/As. 
Proof. ‘3’. Let I= (a : S),, where K is the quotient field of A and 0# SC, K’. Then 
I= (A : S), = (Aa : Sa), and Sac A (because a E (A : S),), so T= Z/As is the anni- 
hilator of the set Sa in the ring A =A/Aa. 
‘=‘. Let Z=(Aa:S),, where 0#ScA’. Then Z=Ann,,,Aaspl, so Z is 
divisorial. q 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that if Z is an ideal in a domain A with 1 # 0 and a 
is any nonzero element of I, then Z is maximal divisorial in A if and only if Z/As 
is a maximal annihilator in the ring A/As. (A maximal divisorial ideal means an 
ideal which is maximal among all the divisorial ideals distinct from A). 
If I= (0 : S), is a maximal annihilator in a ring R, then I= (0 : s)~ for any s#O 
in S. Therefore, if Z is a maximal divisorial ideal in a domain A with 120 and a 
is any nonzero element of I, then Z is of the form I= (Aa : b)A = A II A(a/b), where 
b E A’ (cf. 18, Prop. 2-l]). The following theorem is known: 
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a domain. Then A is Mori * for any a#0 in A, the ring 
A/As has CC’. 
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Proof. If Z,CZ2C.=. is a chain of ideals in A different from A, 0 #a E II, then by 
Lemma 2.1, for any n, Z, is divisorial if and only if Z,/Aa is an annihilator in the 
ring A/Au, so the theorem follows. 0 
Using Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we can derive some results on the Mori 
property. For example, as the two chain conditions on annihilators are equivalent, 
we see that a domain is Mori if and only if any descending chain of integral 
divisorial ideals with nonzero intersection stabilizes [21, I, Thm. 11. 
If R is a ring with CCL and Z is an annihilator in R, then R/Z also has CC’ 
[ 13, Lemma 5.31. Therefore, if A is a Mori domain and Z is a divisorial ideal in A, 
then the ring A/Z has CC’. Indeed, if a is a nonzero element of I, then A/Z= 
(A/Aa)/(Z/Aa), so the assertion follows from Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. 
In a ring with CC’, any prime annihilator is of the form (0 : T)~ with I E R’, so 
if P is a prime divisorial ideal in a Mori domain A with 1 #O and O#a E P, then 
P is of the form P= A f~ A(a/b) for some b E A’ (cf. [22, II, Thm. 11). 
In a ring with 1 #0 and with CC, there are finitely many prime ideals minimal 
over a given annihilator and any such prime ideal is an annihilator. Furthermore, 
any annihilator contains a power of its radical [13, Lemma 5.3 and Thm. 5.11. It 
follows that similar assertions hold for Mori domains with 1 #O; e.g. the radical of 
a divisorial ideal is a finite intersection of prime ideals which are divisorial. More- 
over, a divisorial ideal contains a power of its radical [21, I, Thm. 51. Any prime 
ideal minimal over a divisorial ideal is divisorial. In particular a prime ideal minimal 
over a principal ideal is divisorial [22, II, Thm. 11. 
In any ring with 1 # 0, a maximal annihilator is prime. In a ring with CCL there 
are finitely many maximal annihilators. It follows that in any domain with 1 #O, a 
maximal divisorial ideal is prime [5, Prop. (2.1)]. It follows also that if A is a Mori 
domain with l#O, then any nonzero element of A is contained in finitely many 
maximal divisorial ideals and so the family {A p: P maximal divisorial in A} has a 
finite character [5,8]. We recall that a family of domains with 1 #O, {Aw}wER, con- 
tained in a given field has a finite character if any nonzero element in nwER A, is 
invertible in A, for all but finitely many ~EQ. Furthermore, we recall that 
A = n {A,: P maximal divisorial} [5,8]. 
Proposition 2.3. Let A be a domain with 1 # 0. Then A is Mori if and only if for 
any nonzero noninvertible element a of A, there exists a Mori domain B(u) con- 
taining A such that Au= B(u)unA. 
Proof. If A is Mori, let B(u) = A for all noninvertible a # 0 in A. For the converse, 
we have a canonical embedding A/Au = A/B(u)unA 4 B(a)/B(u)a. As B(u) is 
Mori, B(u)/B(u)u has CC’ and thus A/As has CC, so A is Mori. 0 
From Proposition 2.3 it follows that if A c B are domains with unit, B is a faith- 
fully flat A-module and B is Mori, then A is Mori. In particular we see that if A c B 
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are domains with unit, B is free over A and B is Mori, then A is Mori [22, II, Thm. 31. 
Proposition 2.4. Let R be a ring with CCL, S a nonempty subset of R. Then there 
exists k>O with thefollowingproperty: If aE R andfor anys ES there is m =m(a,s) 
such that ams = 0, then akS = 0. 
Proof. As R has CC’, there exists kr0 such that (m))” c (0 : S). Let a E R 
such that am(a,s)s= 0 for s E S. There exists a finite subset F of S such that (0 : S) = 
(0: F). Let m = maxfGF m(a,f), so a”‘F=O, a”E(O:F)=(O:S), aem), 
ak E (0 : S), thus akS= 0. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Let A be a Mori domain. 
(1) Let S be a nonempty subset of A and c an element of A’. There exists k> 0 
with the following property: if a E A and for any s E S there is m = m(a, s) such that 
c 1 a”‘s, then c 1 aks for all s E S. 
(2) Let S be a nonempty subset of K (the quotient field of A). Then there exists 
kz0 such that if aeA and a”ScA for some n, then akScA. 
Proof. (1) The ring A/AC has CC, so (1) follows from Proposition 2.4. 
(2) We may assume that there exist CE A’ such that cS c A. By (1) there exists 
kr 0 such that if a E A and @(SC) c AC for some n (that is c 1 ant for any 6 in SC), 
then ak(Sc) c AC, thus akS c A and (2) follows. 0 
3. Polynomial and power series rings 
Let R be a ring. A power series ring R[[X]] = R[[XA]IAEn over R is defined as 
R[[{Xl)]II in [lo, $11, that is R[[X]] = U,, R[[Y]], where the union is on all finite 
subsets Y of X. Similarly, a polynomial ring may be in any number of indeter- 
minates: R[X] =RIXli,,. 
If S is a subset of a polynomial or a power series ring over R, we denote by Q(S) 
the ideal in R generated by the coefficients of the elements in S. 
Let R c Z be rings, Z an annihilator in T. We say that the annihilator Z comes from 
R if there exists a subset C of R’ such that Z= (0: C),. Assume now that T is a 
polynomial or a power series ring over R, Z an annihilator in T. Then Zn R is an 
annihilator in R: if Z= (0 : S), with SC T’, then Zfl R = (0 : c~(S))~. The annihilator 
Z comes from R ti Q(Z) G Z H cR(Z) = Zn R. This is equivalent in case T= R [Xl to 
the condition Z= (III R)T (equivalently, Z= (ZtI R)[X]) and in case T= R[[X]] to 
the condition Z= (If-7 R)[[X]]. 
Let A c B be domains, Z a divisorial ideal in B. We say that the divisorial ideal 
Z comes from A if there exists a subset C of the quotient field of A such that 
Z= (B: C),. Assume now that B is a polynomial or a power series ring over A, Z a 
divisorial ideal in B. We have the same properties as before: ZnA is divisorial in 
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A provided In A # 0; the divisorial ideal Z comes from A o cA(Z) c I; if B is poly- 
nomial, then the divisorial ideal Z comes from A ti Z= (ZnA)B, etc. We see that if 
the divisorial ideal Z comes from A, then Zfl A # 0. On the other hand, if a E Ztl A’, 
then the divisorial ideal Z comes from A H the annihilator Z/Ba comes from A/As 
(cf. Lemma 2.1. In this case we have a cannonical embedding A/AaG B/Ba, 
because Ban A = Aa). 
We now generalize a well-known theorem of McCoy (see e.g. [15, 11.7, Thm. 4; 
9; 11; 121). 
Theorem 3.1. Let R be any ring and T= R[X] or: let R be a ring with CC’ and 
T=R[[X]]. It holds that 
(1) Zf 0fS c T and XIge T’, gS= 0, then 9c E R’, cS=O (equivalently, if Z is a 
nonzero annihilator in T, then In R # 0). 
(2) Any annihilator in T is contained in an annihilator which comes from R of 
the form (0 : c)~, where c E R’. 
(3) Any maximal annihilator in T comes from R and so it is of the form (0 : cjT 
for some c E R’. 
(4) Any intersection of maximal annihilators in T is an annihilator which comes 
from R. 
Proof. (1) If Z is a nonzero annihilator in T, there exists a finite subset Y of X such 
that zn R[Y] #O. As Zn R[Y] is a nonzero annihilator in R[Y], we see that it is 
enough to prove (1) for X finite and by induction we reduce to the case of one 
indeterminate, X. 
We imitate the proof in [25]. Let gf 0 be a polynomial of minimal degree in 
R [X] such that gS = 0. Let g = Cy=, g;X’, where g; E R and g, #O. We claim that 
g,,,S=O. If g,,,SfO, let f(x)=CT=,f,XjES, (fj~R) such that g,,,ffO. We have 
for some O<jl k: g,f, # 0, so &j # 0. Let r-2 0 be maximal such that gf,# 0. We 
have g(CJ=,fjXi)=O, that is (C~=ogiX’)(Cs,of,Xi)=O, so g&=0. We have: 
deg(f,g)<deg(g) and (f,g)S= 0. From the minimality of deg(g) it follows that 
f,g=O, contradiction. Thus g,,,S= 0, as claimed. We conclude: m =O, ge R’. 
We now consider the case T= R[[X]]. As in the polynomial case, we reduce to 
the case of one indeterminate, X. Let g # 0 be in R [ [Xl] such that gS = 0. Let a E R’ 
such that the annihilator (0: a), is maximal in the set ((0 : r)R: rE R’ and rg#O} 
(this set is not empty because (0) = (0 : l)R belongs to it). Assume that agc&S) #0 
and let feS such that agcR(f)#O. Let f=C,“=, fmXm, g=C,“=-,g,X*, where 
f,, g, are in R. Let k be minimal such that agkfO, so a(C,“=, g,Xm)f =O. Let j 
be minimal such that agA#O, so a(zE=, g,,,X”)(C,“zj f,Xm) =O. We have 
agk fj = 0. Thus, (aJ;)g f 0, (afj)gk = 0, agk # 0 and so (0 : a) 5 (0 : afj>, contradicting 
the maximality of (0 : a)R. We conclude: agcR(S) = 0. 
Let d E R ‘ be a coefficient of g such that ad # 0. Define c = ad, so c E R’, CS = 0. 
(2) Let Z= (0 : X),, where SC T’. Let s#O in S. Then sZ=O, so by (l), BcER’, 
cZ=O, thus IL (0 : c),. 
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(3) Follows immediately from (2). 
(4) If R c T are any rings, then an intersection of annihilators in T which 
come from R is an annihilator in T which comes from R: nwfD (0 : C,), = 
(0: nweo C&, where C, c R for all w E 52. 0 
Proposition 3.2 (cf. [6, Thm. 9 and the remark after it]). Let R be a ring such that 
the set of zero-divisors in R equals lJy=, (0 : c,)~, where ci E R and (0 : c;)~ are 
prime ideals in R. Let T be a polynomial or a power series ring over R. In case 
T= R[[X]] assume that R has CC’. Then the set of zero-divisors in T is equal to 
u;=, (0: C,)T. 
Proof. Let f be a zero-divisor in T: &f= 0, g E T’. Then by Theorem 3.1 (l), zc E R’ 
such that cf = 0. Any element of (0: c)~ is a zero-divisor in R, thus (0: c), c 
lJy=, (0 : c;)~. As the ideals (0 : Ci)R are prime, we get (0 : c), c (0 : Ci)R for some i. 
Clearly, (0 : c), c (0 : Ci)T, thus f E (0 : Ci)r. q 
If R has CC’, then the first assumption in Proposition 3.2 holds automatically: 
indeed, in this case the set of zero-divisors in R is a finite union of maximal 
annihilators. 
Proposition 3.2 does not hold for R[[X]] if we drop the assumption that R has 
CC’. To show that, we expand a known example (see e.g. [6, $2, Ex. 11). 
Let F be a field, K Y Z indeterminates over F. Let T= F[V, K Z/Y”],,,,. Denote: 
Z, = Z/Y” (n ?O), thus Z= Z,. Let I be the ideal in T generated by YZ and VJ, 
where J is the ideal generated by the elements V, Y, Z, (n I 0). Let R = T/I. We have 
in R: P#O, the set of all zero-divisors in R equals (0 : P),, which is the maximal 
- - - 
ideal (V, K Z,Jnz~. In R [[Xl], the element P+ X is a nonzero zero-divisor and 
clearly is not annihilated by V. The less trivial assertions here are: V#O and P+X 
is a zero-divisor in R[[X]]. If Y= 0, then VE I. Using the homomorphism of T over 
F[V, Y] into F[I/ Y] which sends all Z, to 0, we obtain in F[V, Y]: I/E V(V, Y), 
1 E (K Y), contradiction. As for the assertion that Y+ X is a zero-divisor, clearly, 
(P+X)(cp”‘, (-l)“Z,X”)=O. Now, Cp”=e (-l)“Z,X”#O, because Z,#O: If Z,,=O 
in R, then ZEI in T. Let @ be the homomorphism @:T=FIY,Z/Y”],.OIV]+ 
FK Z/Y”l,,, over F[Y,Z/Y”],,, which sends V to 0. Then @(Z)E@(~), so in 
F[Y, Z/Y”],,,, ZE (YZ), 1 E(Y), contradiction. 
Lemma 3.3. Let R be a ring, f # 0 and g polynomials in R [X] such that fg = 0, (the 
total degree) deg f = d and g E R [X,,, . . . , X,“] c R[X]. Then for any coefficient 
CER of g, we have: c@+““f=O. 
Proof. Consider R[X] as a polynomial ring over R [X,,, . . . , XJ,~] in the in- 
determinates X,, A # A1, . . . . A,. We have: gh = 0 for any coefficient h of f in 
RlX,,, . . . . X,,J, so we may assume that f E R [Xi,, . . . , XAn]. Denote X,, = Xi for 
l~i~n. The proof is by induction on n. For n=l, we have by [17]: (cR(g))dtlcR(f)= 
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(cR(g))ci(fg) = 0. Let n > 1. Consider R [X 1, . . . ,X,] as a polynomial ring in X, over 
U=R[X,, . . . . X,-l]. We have: (c”(g))d+lcu(f)=O. Let g=Cz, giXiyf=C,“=eJ;Xj, 
where gi,fj are in U. We have: gd+‘fi = 0 for all i, j. If CE R is a coefficient of g, 
then c is a coefficient of gi for some i and so cd+’ is a coefficient of gd+‘. As 
degA< d for all j, we have by the inductive assumption: (c~+‘)(~‘~)“~‘~ =0 for all 
j, thus c (a+ i”‘f= 0. q 
A radical annihilator is an annihilator which is a radical ideal. Similarly for 
divisorial ideals. 
Theorem 3.4. Let R be a ring, T a polynomial ring over R, I an annihilator in T. 
Then the annihilator I comes from R under each of the following assumptions: 
(1) R is reduced. 
(2) I is radical and it is the annihilator of a set of polynomials in T= R[X] of 
bounded total degrees. 
(3) I is radical and it is the annihilator of a finite set of polynomials in T. 
(4) I is radical and R has CCL. 
Proof. (1) Let I = (0 : S),, f E S, g E I, so gf= 0. As R is reduced, we have 
c,(g)c,(f)=O (see [6, Thm. lo]), thus cR(g)f=O, cR(g)S=O, cR(g)cZ, c&)cI and 
the annihilator I comes from R. 
(2) Let Z=(O:S),, d=max{degf:feS}. Let gEI, gER[X,,,...,X,,?]c_R[X]. 
By Lemma 3.3, we have for any coefficient CE R of g: c@+‘)“S=O, so c@+‘)” E I. 
As I is radical, we conclude that c E I, thus cR(I) c I and the annihilator I comes 
from R. 
(3) This is a particular case of (2). 
(4) Let I= (0: S),. Let CE Q(I). By Lemma 3.3, any coefficient of an element in 
S is annihilated by some power of c. By Proposition 2.4, CE II(o:cR(s))R~ I, thus 
the annihilator I comes from R. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let R be a ring, T a power series ring over R and I an annihilator 
in T. Then the annihilator I of T comes from R under each of the foIlowing 
assumptions: 
(1) R is reduced. 
(2) R has CC’ and I is radical. 
Proof. (1) See the proof of Theorem 3.4(l) above. 
(2) We prove by induction on n that if I= (0: S), is a radical annihilator in 
T=R[[X,, . . . . X,]] and ge T, gm(gVs)s= 0 for SE S, then g El and CR(g) c I. For 
n = 0, T= R and for g E T as above, by Proposition 2.4, ZIk such that gkS = 0, thus 
gkEI,gEI.Letn>Oandgasabove.Letf~S,f=Ci”=o-f;.Xi,g=Ci”=,g,Xi,where 
~.,gi are in U:=R[X,,..., X,_ ,] and X, =X. Let m 2 1 such that gmf = 0. We have 
(by induction on I): (gr)“‘J =gr(‘+‘)f; = 0 f or all i. Also In U=(O: Q,(S)) is a 
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radical annihilator in U. By the inductive assumption we obtain that g, E Zn U, so 
g,S=O, g,EZand (CEr giX’)m(g,S)s=O f or any s E S. By induction on i we obtain 
that gj l Zrl U for all i. From our inductive assumption on n it follows also that 
cR(gi) C_ Z n U for all i, thus CR(g) c Z and this proves our assertion. 
From the assertion it follows that cR(Z) & I, thus the annihilator Z comes from R. 
In the general case, if g EZ, then gE R[Y] for some finite subset Y of X and so, 
by the previous part of the proof, CR(g) cZ. We conclude that the annihilator Z 
comes from R. q 
We conclude from Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 that if R is a ring with CC’ and T is 
a polynomial or a power series ring over R, then T has both chain conditions on 
radical annihilators. 
An element r of a ring R is called radical if the ideal Rr is radical. 
Theorem 3.6. Let A be a domain, B a polynomial ring over A, Z a divisorial ideal 
of B such that Z~I A # 0. Then the divisorial ideal Z of B comes from A under each 
of the following conditions: 
(1) Z contains a nonzero radical element of A. 
(2) Z is radical and Z = (Ba : S), , where a E A’ and S c B is a set of polynomials of 
bounded total degrees. 
(3) Z is radical and Z= (Ba : F)B, where a E A’ and F is a finite subset of B. 
(4) Z is radical and A is Mori. 
(5) Z is an intersection of maximal divisorial ideals in B. 
Proof. (1) Let a be a nonzero radical element in I. We have: Z/Ba is an annihilator 
in the ring B/Ba. Now, B/Ba is a polynomial ring over the reduced ring A/As. By 
Theorem 3.4(l), the annihilator Z/Ba of B/Ba comes from A/As, thus the divisorial 
ideal Z of B comes from A. 
(2) Let a E Zn A’. We have in the ring B := B/Ba: Z= (0 : S)B, thus (2) follows 
from Theorem 3.4(2). 
(3) This is a particular case of (2). 
(4) Follows from Theorem 3.4(4). 
(5) Follows from Theorem 3.1(4). 0 
In case A is an integrally closed domain, much stronger results are known 
[ 18, Lemme 2 and Thm. 11. Theorem 3.6(4) for the case B= A [X] was obtained 
independently in [2]. 
From Theorem 3.1(2) we conclude that if B is a polynomial ring over a domain 
A and Z is a divisorial ideal in B such that ZnA#O, then Z is contained in a 
divisorial ideal of the form BxfIB, where x is a nonzero element in K such that 
l/x E A (K = the quotient field of A). 
From Theorem 3.5 we obtain: 
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Theorem 3.1. Let A be a domain, B a power series ring over A, I a divisorial ideal 
of B such that In A z 0. Then the divisorial ideal I of B comes from A under each 
of the following conditions: 
(1) I contains a nonzero radical element of A. 
(2) I is radical and A is Mori. q 
Lemma 3.8. Let M be a module over a ring R. Let f(X) be a polynomial in 
M[X] := M QR R [X] of degree d and assume that there exist elements cl, , . . , cd+ 1 
in R such that ci - cj is not a zero-divisor on M for 1 I i< j5 d + 1 and f (Ci) = 0 for 
all lsird+l. Then f(X)=O. 
Proof. Let f(X) = Cf=, mjXi, mj EM. We have by assumption: 
where C is the (d+l)x(d+l) matrix 
By a usual argument, we have 
(adjC)C[I?] =(detC)[i?] 
so (det C)mi =0 for all i. But 
detC= ,,i<IJS,+, (cj-ci)T 
thus mi = 0 for all i, f(X) = 0. 0 
= 
0 
II:1 * 3 0 
Corollary 3.9. Let M be a module over a ring R, N a submodule of M. Let f(X) 
be a polynomial in MIX] of degree d r0 and assume that there exist elements 
cl,...,cd+, in R such that Ci-Cj is invertible for l<i<j<d+ 1 andf(q)ENfor all 
i. Then f(X) E N[X]. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.8 to M/N instead of M. 0 
Theorem 3.10.* Let R be any ring with CC’ which contains an uncountable set Q 
* For a more general form of this theorem, see the note: V. Camillo and R. Guralnik, Polynomial 
rings over Goldie rings are often Goldie, Proc. Amer. Math. Sot. 98 (1986) 567-568. The present paper 
was submitted before the publication of this note. 
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such that x-y is not a zero-divisor for all xf y in 52 (this holds in particular if R 
contains an uncountable field). Then any polynomial ring over R has CCL. 
Proof. Assume that R[X,],.,, does not have CC’. Let gi,h be polynomials in 
RWA.. such that g,J; = 0 for 1 pi< n and g,f, # 0 for all n. Let us denote the 
indeterminates that occur in the polynomials g;,& (i= 1,2, . ..) by Yr, Y,, . . . (we 
may assume for convenience that the sequence Y,, Y,, . . . is infinite). Let C, = 
{c~Q:(g~f~)(c,Y~,Y~ ,... )=0} for n=1,2 ,.... By Lemma 3.8, C, is finite, so 
U,94=, C,, is countable. Therefore there exists an element cl in Q \ lJr=, C,. We have: 
kfnh y2, * * * )#O for all n. We obtain inductively elements c, (r= 1,2, . ..) in Q such 
that (g, fn)(c,, c2, . . .) #0 for all n. On the other hand, g,(c,, c2, . ..)A(c,, c2, . ..) # 0 
for all 1~ <n, thus contradicting the CC’ of R. 0 
We generalize the case of one indeterminate of Theorem 3.10. We recall that a 
family of ring homomorphisms {@~~}~~o is called faithful if nwER Ker @,=O. 
Theorem 3.11. Let R be a ring. Assume that there exists a family of homomor- 
phisms (@,I R 4 R,jWEo into rings R, with CC1 such that 12 is uncountable and 
for any uncountable subset Q’ of Q, the family (I$,: o.~ E a’> is faithful. Then R 
has CCL. 
The proof of Theorem 3.11 is similar to that of Theorem 3.10 for one indeter- 
minate. Conversely, the case of one indeterminate in Theorem 3.10 follows from 
Theorem 3.11. Indeed we use the uncountable family of homomorphisms {@I~: 
RKI +RI,Ea where @,(f [Xl) = f (c) for f(X) E R [X] and c E Q. By Lemma 3.8, 
for any infinite subset 52’ of Q, the family of homomorphisms {$J,: c E 52’) is faith- 
ful, so we obtain the case of one indeterminate in Theorem 3.10. 
Corollary 3.12. Let R be a ring. Assume that there exists a ring U containing R, 
containing an uncountable field and which has CC’. Then R [X,]A, E,, has CC’. 
Proof. The ring U[X,],,,, has CC’ by Theorem 3.10 and so does its subring 
RK,IA... 0 
By [7, Ch. l., Rem. (8), p. 341 there is an example due to J.W. Kerr of a Goldie 
ring R such that R [X] is not Goldie. As the Goldie dimension of R [X] is finite by 
[26], it follows that in such examples, R has CC’, but R[X] does not. By Corollary 
3.12, R is not embeddable into a ring containing an uncountable field and having 
CC. 
For any ring R, we denote: R(X) = R(XA),.. “2 R[X]s, where R[X] = R[X,],,, 
and S is the multiplicative set of all the polynomials f in R [X] with CR(f) = R. (See 
[16, Ch. 1, $61). 
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Lemma 3.13. Let A be a domain, K its quotient field. Then A[X] =A(X) fIK[X]. 
Proof. Letf=g/hEA(X)nK[X], whereg,hareinA[X] andcA(h)=A. We have 
cA(f) = cA(fh) = CA(g) c A, so _f~A[xj. (Here cA(f) denotes the A-submodule of K 
generated by the coefficients off. The equality cA(f) = cA(fh) which is well known 
is a direct consequence of the Dedekind- Mertens Lemma [17]: indeed we have for 
some m20, cA(h “+‘)c/,(f) = cA(hf), thus c/&f) = c,&f).) 0 
As a localization of a Mori domain is Mori and the intersection of two Mori 
domains is Mori, it follows from Lemma 3.13 that A[X] is Mori if and only if A(X) 
is Mori. 
Proposition 3.14. Let A = n,,, A, be an intersection with finite character of 
Mori domains. Zf A, [X] is Mori for all w E 0, then A[X] is Mori. 
Proof. Let K and K, be the quotient fields of A and A, (w E Q) respectively. Let 
K(X) be the quotient field of K[X] (in fact K(X) = K(X)). The family {A,(X) n 
K(X)),,, has a finite character: indeed we can represent a nonzero element u of 
n wEn M&U nK(X)) as u = f/g, where f and g are nonzero elements in A[X]. 
Let a be a nonzero coefficient off. Then u is invertible in A,(X) n K(X) for all 
o E Q such that a is invertible in A,. This proves the finite character of the family 
{A,(X) n K(X)},,,. It follows that n,,, (A,(X) fl K(X)) is Mori. We have by 
Lemma 3.13: A [Xl =fIwcR &WI = flwen C+,,(X) nK,WI) a ilwER C&,(X) n 
K[X]). Thus A[X] = n,,, (A,(X) ~K[~l)=K[W n f-l,,, &,,W) n K(X)). We 
conclude that A[X] is Mori. 0 
The proof of Proposition 3.14 is less direct than could be expected because 
generally if A = n w E o A,, then we need not have A(X) = nwCR A,(X), nor K= 
n wcn K,. (For example, take a field Fand let A, =F[Y], A,=F[l/Y], where Y is 
an indeterminate over F. Then A, fl A,= F, K, n K,=F(Y) #F and Y/(1 + YX) = 
l/((l/Y) +X) is in A,(X) n AZ(X) but not in (A, nA,)(X) =F(X).) 
The analogue of Proposition 3.14 holds for power series rings. Indeed, we have 
A[[X]] =A[[X]]-nK[[X]], where A[[X]]- is the ring of Laurent series over A, 
that is the localization of A[[X]] at the multiplicative subset generated by X. It fol- 
lows that A[[X]] is Mori if and only if A[[X]]- is Mori. We have: A[[X]]-= 
n w,zB &UXlI-. To prove that A[[X]]- (and so A[[X]]) is Mori, it is enough to 
show that the family {Aw[[X]]-},,o has a finite character. Let O#f E A[[X]]-. 
There exist Xi, . . . , X, in X and integers i,, . . ..i. such that g:=Xil-..X$feA[[X]] 
and g(0, . . . . 0) # 0. It follows that g (and also f) is invertible in A,[[X]]- for any 
o such that g(0, . . . ,0) is invertible in A,. Thus the family {A,[[X]]p},,, has a 
finite character. 
We recall that if A is a Mori domain, then A can be represented as an intersection 
with a finite character: A = n {A p: P maximal divisorial in A} ([8] and [S]) and so 
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A[X] = np Ap[X] is an intersection of finite character. If P is a prime ideal in a 
domain A and A[X] is Mori, then Ap[X] is Mori because Ap[X] =A[X]s, where 
S=A \ P. Hence, it follows from Proposition 3.14 that A [X] is Mori e Ap[X] is 
Mori for any maximal divisorial ideal P of A. Therefore we may reduce the question 
on the Mori property of polynomial extensions to a quasilocal domain in which the 
maximal ideal is divisorial. For power series, we conclude similarly that if Ap[[X]] 
is Mori for any maximal divisorial ideal P of the domain A, then A[[X]] is Mori. 
Furthermore we have for a Mori domain A: A [X] is Mori e AIXIPAIXl is Mori 
for any maximal divisorial ideal P of A. Indeed, we have: A[X] is Mori S+ Ap[X] 
is Mori for all P e A,(X) is Mori for all P. (See the remark after Lemma 3.13.) 
But Ap(X) =(A(X))PA(X1 =AIX],lxl and our assertion follows. 
The equivalences A[X] is Mori * Ap[X] is Mori for any maximal divisorial ideal 
p of A * (~tm,[x] is Mori for any P as above, were obtained independently in 
La. 
Theorem 3.15 (cf. Theorem 3.10 above). Let A be a Mori domain such that A/P 
is uncountable for every maximal divisorial ideal P of A (this holds if A contains 
an uncountable field). Then any polynomial ring over A is Mori. 
Proof. It is enough to show that Ar[X] is Mori for any maximal divisorial ideal 
P of A. We have: A,/PA, is the quotient field of A/P, so it is uncountable. There- 
fore we may assume that A is quasilocal with maximal ideal M. Let A be a set of 
representatives in A of all the classes in A/M. A is uncountable and s - t is invertible 
in A for any s# t in A. Let K be the quotient field of A. If A[X] is not Mori, let 
g; = hi/a; E K(X) (hi, ui #O being in A[X]) and J E A[X] such that g,,& E A[X] for 
lli<n, but g,f,$A[X] for all n. As K[X] is Mori, there is no such that g,,f,e 
K[X] for nrno. Let Y,, Y2, . . . be all the indeterminates that occur in b,, u,, f, for 
nz-no. For nz-no, let C,,:={CEA: u,(c,Y2,...)#O}U{c~d: (g,f,)(c,Y2,...)EA[X]}. 
By Lemma 3.8 and Corollary 3.9 (Corollary 3.9 for the A[X]-modules M= K[X] 
and N=A[X]), we see that C,, is finite. Therefore there exists cl in A\ U,,,, C,. 
We have: (g,f,)(c,, Y,, . ..)$A[X] and g,(ci, Y,, . ..) is defined for nzn,. We obtain 
inductively elements c, (r = 1,2, . . . ) in A such that g,(ci, c2, . . .) is defined and 
g,(c1,c2 ,... )$Afornrn,,butg,(c,,c, ,... )f,(cl,c2 ,... )EAfornoSi<n,thuscon- 
tradicting the Mori property of A. 0 
Corollary 3.16 (cf. Corollary 3.12 above and the remarks after it). Let A be a 
domain, K the quotient field of A. Assume that there exists a Mori domain B con- 
taining A such that B n K = A and B/P is uncountable for every maximal divisorial 
ideal P of B. Then any polynomial extension of A is Mori. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.15, the ring B[X] is Mori. As A[X] =K[X] f~ B[X], we con- 
clude that A[X] is Mori. 0 
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We recall from [18] that if A is an integrally closed Mori domain, then any poly- 
nomial extension of A is Mori. 
An empty intersection of ideals in a ring R is defined to be R. 
Lemma 3.17. Let A be a domain with quotient field K, B = A[X] and Z a radical 
ideal in B. Then 
(1) FlaEA’such that ZK[X]~IB=Z~-‘~IB. 
(2) Let J= (I: ZK[X] rl B)B. Then J is a radical ideal in B, JflA #O and Z= 
ZK[X]nJ. 
Proof. We may assume that Z#O and ZK[X] #K[X], so ZnA=O. 
(1) Letf(X) EZ be a generator of the ideal ZK[X] in K[X] and let a be the leading 
coefficient off. Obviously, la-’ c ZK[X], so, to prove (l), it is enough to show 
that a(ZK[X] f7 B) c I. 
Let gEZK[X]nB, so f (g in K[X], f lamg in A[X] for some m?O, thus 
amg EZ, (ag)” EZ and finally agel, because Z is radical. 
(2) Let z=nwcQ P,, where P, are prime ideals and let V=ZK[X] fIB. Then 
J=(z: b=n,,, 02 ~),=nw:p,pv P,. Therefore I= Vn J= ZK[X] n J. 
By(l), XaeA’such that aVGZ, that is aEJ, so JnA#O. 0 
Proposition 3.18. Zf A is a Mori domain : then A[X] has ACC on radical divisorial 
ideals. 
Proof. Let K be the quotient field of A, B=A[X] and let I, c Z2 2 -0. be an 
ascending chain of radical divisorial ideals in B. The chain {Z,K[X]},,, stabilizes 
in K[X], so we may assume: Z,K[X]=Z,K[X] for all n. Let V=Z,K[X]nB. By 
Lemma 3.17(2), we have Z, = Vfl J,, where J, = (Z, : V),. Thus the J, are divisorial 
ideals in B, J,nA#O (by Lemma 3.17(2)) so by Theorem 3.6(4), J,=(J,flA)B. 
The ideals J,, fl A are divisorial in A. As A is Mori, the chain {J, fl A},, 1 stabilizes 
and so do the chains {J,=(J,nA)B),,, and {Z,,=V’fIJ,,},,,. 0 
If A is a Mori domain, B=AIX1,..., X,], then any ascending chain of prime 
divisorial ideals in B: P, c P2 c ... stabilizes. Indeed, if P, n A #O, then the asser- 
tion follows from Theorem 3.6(4). If P, f7 A = 0, then for all m, P,,, = P,K[X] n B 
and the chain {P,K[X]},,,, stabilizes in K[X], because K[X] is noetherian. 
Proposition 3.18 could be extended to any number of indeterminates (not neces- 
sarily finite) provided we knew that if Z is a radical divisorial ideal in A[X], then 
ZK[X] is a divisorial (and so a principal) ideal in K[X]. Proposition 3.18 for prime 
divisorial ideals and for radical divisorial ideals in A[X] with nonzero intersection 
with A was obtained independently in [2]. 
Let A be a domain with quotient field K. If A[[X]] is Mori, then A[X] is Mori, 
because A[X] = A[[X]] n K[X]. 
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The question if the Mori property is preserved by polynomial extensions [23] is 
still open. It is not preserved by power series ring extensions, as shown in the second 
part of this paper. 
4. Semigroups of divisibility and semivaluations 
Definitions. A Mori semigroup is a partially ordered abelian semigroup S (with 0) 
which satisfies the following condition: For any sequence s,,s2, . . . of elements in S 
with s;>O for all i, there exists n such that if SE S, s+s;>O for 1 riin, then 
s+sj20 for all i. 
A strongly Mori semigroup is a partially ordered abelian semigroup S (with 0) 
which satisfies the following condition: For any sequence .so,si, . . . of elements in S 
with si IS, for all i 2 1, there exists n such that if s E S, s + Si 2so for 1 I ic n, then 
s+sjIso for all i. 
Clearly, a strongly Mori semigroup is Mori (take so= 0). A partially ordered 
abelian group is Mori if and only if it is strongly Mori. 
If A is a domain, we denote by U(A) its multiplicative group of invertible ele- 
ments. Let A c B be domains. We denote by S,(A) the semigroup of divisibility of 
B relatively to A, that is S,(A) = B’/U(A). The semigroup S,(A) is partially 
ordered as follows: For b,, b2 in B’, b1 U(A)< b2U(A) H b, 1 b2 in A, that is 
Ab2c Ab, (see [lo, Ch. III. $161). We denote by S(A)=SA(A) the semigroup of 
divisibility of A. If K is the quotient field of A, we denote by G(A)=SK(A) the 
group of divisibility of K with respect to A. 
We now relativize the notion of Mori domain. Let A c B be domains. An ideal 
If0 of A is called B-divisoriaf if it is of the form I= nbcS Ab-‘, where SC B’, so 
I= (A : S), = (A : S),. A is called Mori in B if any ascending chain of B-divisorial 
ideals in A stabilizes, or, equivalently, if for any sequence of elements al,a2, . . . in 
A there exists n such that if be B, ba; EA for 1 I icn, then ba; E A for all i. 
Clearly, a domain is Mori if and only if it is Mori in its quotient field. 
Let B be a domain. A semivaluation on B (see [lo, Ch. III, $161) is a map 
w : B’ --f S \ { 03}, where S is a partially ordered semigroup with 0, it holds that 
oo~m,~<rx,,~+~=w+~=w+w=wforanysinS,andthefollowingconditions 
are satisfied for all x, y in B: 
(1) w(B’) c S, w(0) = 03. 
(2) w(xy) = w(x) + w(y). 
(3) w(x+y)lO if w(x)>O, w(y)lO. 
(4) w(-1) = 0. 
Clearly, condition (3) may be replaced by (3*): w(x+ y) 2 w(t) for each invertible 
t in B’ such that w(t)5 w(x) and w(t)< w(y) (cf. [lo]). 
The semigroup w(B’) is called the semivalue semigroup of w. The set B,= 
{XE B: who} is a subring of B called the semivaluation ring of w. 
A semivaluation is called Mori if w(B’) is a Mori semigroup. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let A c B be domains. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A is Mori in B. 
(2) S,(A) is Mori. 
(3) A is the semivaluation ring of a Mori semivaluation on B. 
Proof. (1) * (2). Let s1,s2, . . . be in S,(A) such that si L 0 for all i 2 1. Let ai E B’ 
such that in S,(A) we have: asi =si, so ai E A’. As A is Mori in B, there exists n such 
that if b E A’, bai E A’ for 1 I is n, then bai E A for all ir 1. It follows that if 
SES~(A), s+si20 for lsirn, then s+s;~O for all i21, SO S,(A) is Mori. 
(2) * (3). Define w: B’+ B,(A) by w(b)=b. 
(3) * (1). Let w be a Mori semivaluation on B, B, = A. Let al, a2, . . . be elements 
of A’. We have: w(ai)Z 0 for all i2 1. As w is a Mori semivaluation, there exists n 
such that if SE W(B’), s+ w(ai)ZO for 15 iin, then s+ w(a;)rO for all ir 1. Let 
bEB’, ba,EA’for lsiln, so w(bai)=w(b)+w(a;)>O for lsiln and thus for all 
i. It follows that bai E A’ for all iz 1, so A is Mori in B. q 
Theorem 4.2. Let A be a domain with quotient field K. The following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) A is Mori. 
(2) G(A) is Mori. 
(3) S(A) is strongly Mori. 
(4) A is the semivaluation ring of a Mori semivaluation on K. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, we have: (1) o (2) * (4). Condition (3) means by definition 
that for any sequence of elements ai in A’ (iz 0) there exists n such that if a E A’, 
aai E Aa, for 1 I i 5 n, then aai E Aa, for all i. But for given a0 this is equivalent to 
the CC’ in A/As, and so (1) e (3). q 
Trivially, for any domain A, the semigroup S(A) is Mori (~10 for all SE S(A), 
in other words, A is Mori in A), but if A is not Mori, then S(A) is not strongly Mori. 
Clearly, a Mori subsemigroup of a (strongly) Mori semigroup is (strongly) Mori. 
It is easy to show that a direct sum of (strongly) Mori semigroups is (strongly) Mori. 
If A = nsEA 6 is an intersection with finite character of domains, then it is 
easily proved that the embeddings Qs : A 4 A, (6 EA) induce an embedding 
S(A) G. Ofi64 S(A,), so if A, is Mori for all 6 Ed, then A is Mori [21, Thm. I, 21. 
We now present further variants of Theorems 3.10, 3.11 and 3.15 above. 
We recall that if S and S’ are partially ordered abelian semigroups and @ : S + S’ 
is a group homomorphism, then I$ is called order preserving if for any s, t in S it 
holds that s< t in S * Q(s) I Q(t) in S’. 
Proposition 4.3. Let S be a partially ordered abelian semigroup, A an uncountable 
set. Let Qs : S + S, (6 E A) be order preserving homomorphisms into (strongly) 
Mori semigroups S,. Assume for any s (for any s, t) in S: if there exists an un- 
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countable subset A’ of A such that @rg(s)z-O (G6(s)z @rs(t)) for 6 E A’, then s?O 
(sr t). Then S is (strong/y) Mori. 
Proof. We only treat the case that S, are Mori, the case of the strongly Mori prop- 
erty being similar. Assume that S is not Mori, so there exist s,, 1, in S (n = 1,2,. ..) 
such that s,, 2 0 for all n, t,, + si 10 for 1~ i< n, but it does not hold that t, + s, 2 0 
(n=1,2, . ..). For any nil, let d,=={&~d: @&,+s,)rO}. By assumption, d, is a 
countable set, so there exists b Ed \ lJ,“=, d,. We have: @&,)2 0 for all n, GJ(t,) + 
@a(S for l~i<n, but it does not hold that @JJ(~,J+@J(s,)IO (n=l,2, . ..). This 
contradicts the Mori property of S,. 0 
Theorem 4.4 (cf. Theorem 3.11 above). Let t+v8 : B + B6 (6 E A) be homomorphisms 
of domains, A an uncountable set. Assume: B, is Mori for each 6 E A and for any 
b,, b2 in B’ it holds that if A' is an uncountable subset of A such that v&b,) 1 v/6(b2) 
in B6 for any 6 E A’, then bl 1 b2 in B. Then B is Mori. 
Proof. The homomorphisms I,V~ (6 E A) induce order preserving homomorphisms 
Qa: S(B) -+ S(B,) which fulfil the condition in Proposition 4.3 for the strongly 
Mori property. As S(BB) is strongly Mori for each 6, it follows from Proposition 
4.3 that S(B) is strongly Mori, thus B is Mori. 0 
For example, assume that the Mori domain A contains an uncountable field A. 
Then the homomorphisms I+V~ : A[X] -+ A (6 E A) defined by t,vs(f (X)) = f (a), fulfil 
the assumptions of Theorem 4.4. Indeed, if f, g are in A[X] and f (6) 1 g(6) in A for 
6 E A’, where A’ is an uncountable subset of A, then, by Corollary 3.9, we obtain 
for M= A[X] and N= f (X)A[X]: g(X) EN, that is, f(X) 1 g(X) in A[X]. It follows 
that A[X] is Mori. This is a particular case of Theorem 3.15 above. 
Corollary 4.5. Let B = nsed B,, where A is an uncountable set and Bs are Mori 
domains. Assume B= nsEd, B, for any uncountable subset A’ of A. Then B is 
Mori. 
Corollary 4.5 follows from Theorem 4.4: let v/s be the inclusion BG B6 for 
any SEA. It is also easy to prove Corollary 4.5 directly. Of course, the family 
{Bs: 6 E A} does not have the finite character property if B is not a field. 
Corollary 4.5 can be used to obtain Theorem 3.15 for the case of one indeter- 
minate. For A quasilocal, let A be the set defined in the proof of Theorem 3.15. 
For 6 in A let B6 be the ring of ail rational functions h in K(X) defined at 6 such 
that h(6) E A (K = the quotient field of A). It is easy to show that Bd is Mori for 
all 6 in d and AIX]==fl,,,j B, for any infinite subset A’ of A. Hence, A[X] is 
Mori. 
Many results on the Mori property can be relativized. For example the last corol- 
lary can be formulated in a relativized version as follows: Let B= ndEd B,, where 
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d is an uncountable set and B, are Mori in a given domain C. Assume B= 
n 6Edf Bd for any uncountable subset d’ of d. Then B is Mori in C. 
5. Nagata’s theorem 
We have the following analogue of Nagata’s theorem (see e.g. [24, Ch. III, $3, 
Thm. 51: 
Theorem 5.1. Let A be a domain with ACC on principal ideals, S a multiplicative 
subset of A generated by prime elements. Then, A is Mori e As is Mori. 
Proof. Assume that the multiplicative set S is generated by a subset Si of non- 
associated prime elements in A. As A has ACC on principal ideals, any element a 
in A’ has a unique representation of the form a=aO npES, pup@, where aoE A’ is 
not divisible by any prime in S, o,(a) 2 0 for all p and u,(a) = 0 for all but finitely 
many p E SI. We have in A: a 1 b H a0 1 b. and u,,(a) 5 u,(b) for all p, where b. and 
u,(b) are defined as above. 
We obtain an order isomorphism @ : G(A) 1 G(As)OZ’S1’ by defining for 
a E A’, @(au(A)) = (aWAs), w,), where va : S1 + Z is the function v,(p) = o,(a) in 
Z?). The order on Z!(‘l) is defined coordinatewise as usual. It follows that G(A) is 
Mori H G(As) is Mori. Thus, A is Mori * As is Mori. q 
Of course the implication A is Mori u As is Mori, holds without any additional 
assumptions on A or on S. 
We recall from [lo, $44, Exercise 111 that if a domain A has ACC on principal 
ideals, S is a multiplicative subset of A generated by prime elements, then As is 
completely integrally closed (Krull) * A is completely integrally closed (Krull). 
We now prove the converse: 
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a completely integrally closed domain with ACC on prin- 
cipal ideals, S a multiplicative subset of A generated by prime elements. Then As 
is completely integrally closed. 
Proof. Let K be the quotient field of A. Let d#O in A,, XE K’, x= a/b with a, b 
in A’ and dx” E As for all n. We have to show that XEA,, so we may assume: 
d E A’ and no prime in S divides b in A (indeed, we can represent b = bos, where b. 
is not divisible by any prime in S and s is a finite product of primes in S (an empty 
product is 1). Replace b by 6,). We have: ds,x” EA for all n, where s, is a finite 
product of prime elements in S, thus ds,a” = c,b” with c, E A. Any prime divisor of 
s, in A necessarily divides c,, so da” E Ab”, dx” E A for all n, x E A. We conclude 
that As is completely integrally closed. 0 
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Recall that a domain is Krull if and only if it is Mori and completely integrally 
closed. By Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and [lo], we conclude that if A is a domain with ACC 
on principal ideals, S a multiplicative subset of A generated by prime elements, then 
A is Krull H A, is Krull. 
Example. Let F be a field, X and Y indeterminates over k, A = F[X, Y/Xn],,,. 
Let S be the multiplicative set generated by X, thus S= {X”},,,, . It is not difficult 
to show that X is prime in A, A is not completely integrally closed, (Y(l/X)” EA 
for all n, but l/X$A), A has not ACC on principal ideals, thus is not Mori, but 
A, =F[X, Y], is a factorial noetherian regular domain, so is Mori, completely 
integrally closed and Krull. 
It is well known that a localization of a completely integrally closed domain need 
not be completely integrally closed (see e.g. [14, Ex. 411). 
Example. (A completely integrally closed domain A with a multiplicative subset S 
generated by prime elements such that As is not completely integrally closed). Let 
F]X, Y,Z,,Z,, . . . ] be the polynomial ring in the indeterminates X, Y Z, (n 2 1) over 
a field F of finite characteristic p. We call an element f e F(X, K Z,, Z,, . . . ) of the 
form f =X” Y” n:, Z:, (m, n, rj are integers, rj =0 for sufficiently big i) a 
monomial. 
Clearly all the monomials are linearly independent over F. Let A be the F-sub- 
space of F(X, K Z,, Z,, . . . ) spanned by all the monomials f =Xm Y” n,“,, Z:I in 
F]X,Y,Z,,Z,,... ] [YP’], which fulfil the following condition: 
T~(f)d~f’mi+?Z(i+1)+~i20 for all i. 
It is easy to show that A is a subring of F[X, x Z,, . ..][Y-‘1 containing 
F[X, r,Z,, . ..I. 
We prove that A is completely integrally closed. If not, let UU” EA for all nr 1, 
where u E A’, u $A is in the quotient field of A. The ring F[X, Y, Z,, . . . ] [ Y-‘1 is fac- 
torial, thus completely integrally closed. It follows that u E F[X, KZ,, . ..][Y-‘I. so 
u is a linear combination over f of monomials in F[X, x Z,, . . . ][Y-‘1 and we may 
assume that they do not belong to A. 
Let f be a monomial in A and g a monomial which occurs in u. If fg”” E A for 
n, < n2 < .+. , then for given ir 1, we have: 7;(f) +pnh T, (g) 2 0 for all k. Divide by 
p”” and let k + 03 to obtain: T;(g)rO. Thus ge A, contradiction. 
It follows that for sufficiently large n, fg”“$A for any monomials f, g which 
occur in U, o respectively. Let u = C, a,g, where g are monomials and erg E F. We 
have vp” = C cr,P”gp”, so any monomial that occurs in uvp” is of the form fgpn, 
where f and g are monomials which occur in u and v respectively, thus fgp” $A. It 
follows that uup” $ A, contradiction. Thus A is completely integrally closed. 
We now prove that Zj are prime in A. For given j 2 1, let U, v be in A’ such that 
Z, {u, Zj f u. We have to show that Zj f UU, SO we may assume that all the monomials 
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that occur in u or in IJ are not divisible by Zj in A. Assume: (fg)/Zj EA, where f 
and g are monomials, f occurs in U, g occurs in u. We have: Tj((fg)/Zj)= 
q(f)+?(g)-110, so q(f)+c(g)>O. It follows that q(f)>0 or q(g)>O. 
Assume, e.g. Tj(f)>O. Then Tj(f/Zj) = Tj(f)- 120 and for i#j we have: 
T (f/Z,) = T(f) L 0. Thus f/Zj E A, Zj 1 f, contradiction. It follows that (fg)/Zj $ 
A, thus all the monomials that occur in (UO)/Zj are not in A, (UU)/Zj $A, Zjruu 
in A and Z is prime in A. 
Let S be the multiplicative subset of A generated by Z,, Z,, . . . . We show that As 
is not completely integrally closed. Indeed, X/Y$As because for any positive k 
and r we have Tk+l((X/Y) n:zl Z/)=-l<O. On the other hand, for any n>l, it 
is easy to check that (X ‘+‘/Y”)n;=, Z~EA, thus X”+‘/Y”=X(X/Y)‘%A,. 
6. Maximal ideals 
Theorem 6.1. Let R be a ring with 1~0. Then, R has CC’ H any maximal ideal 
of R has CC’. 
Proof. If R has CC’, then any subring of R, in particular any maximal ideal of R 
has CC’. 
Assume now that any maximal ideal of r has CC*, but R does not. Let a;, b; be 
nonzeroelementsinRsuchthatb,aj=Oforl~i<n,butb,a,fOforn=1,2,....As 
a, 6, = 0 for all n, the ideal (b,, bZ, . . .) is not R. As b,, 1 a.=0 for asisn, the ideal I 
(a ], . . . , a,) is not R for any n and so the ideal (a,, a2, . . .) is not R. Let M, be a maxi- 
mal ideal containing al, a2, . . . and let M2 be a maximal ideal containing b,, b2, . . . . 
Assume M, # M2 . For any n, as a, 6, # 0 and MF + M: = R, we have MTa, b, # 0 or 
Mza,b, #O. There exists j= 1,2 such that Mja,,b, #0 for infinitely many n’s: 
n,<n,<..-. For any kr 1, choose ck and dk in Mj such that ckdka,,b,, # 0. Let 
uk = ck %,, uk = dk arln, so uk,uk are in M,, but uku,=O for l<i<k, u,vk#O for all 
k. This contradicts the CC1 in Mj. It follows that M, =M2, thus contradicting the 
CC’inM,. 0 
Let R and T be subrings of a ring Q with 1 # 0 and assume that R and T contain 
the identity of Q. We have: R and T have the same maximal ideals H R and T have 
the same prime ideals (see [l, Thm. 3.101). In this case, if Rf T, then R and Tare 
necessarily quasilocal (see [ 1, Lemma 3.21). We do not assume any containment 
relation between R and T. It follows from Theorem 6.1 that if R and T have the 
same prime ideals, then R has CCL e T has CC’. 
Theorem 6.2 (cf. Theorem 6.1, see also [3]). Let A be a domain with 1 #O. The fol- 
lowing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A is Mori. 
(2) Any prime ideal of A is Mori. 
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(3) Any finite intersection of prime ideals of A is Mori. 
(4) Any maximal ideal of A is Mori. 
Proof. (1) # (2). Let P#O be a prime ideal of A. Assume that P is not Mori and 
let aiEP, X,EK (the quotient field of A and thus of P) be such that x,,aj EP for 
lIi<n,butx,a,$Pforalln.AsAisMori,~n,suchthatx,a,EAforn2n,.For 
all n2n,, we have x,a,,B P, so x,,a, is invertible in A,. For n,,si<n, we have 
x,a; E P, so Apx,,ajsAp =Apx,,an, thus A,a;zA,a,,. If we have an infinite 
sequence xn,a,,, $P (n,<n, <n2< -e.), we obtain Apan, sApa_ ... , thus contra- 
dicting the ACC on principal ideals in Ap, which is a consequence of the Mori 
property of Ap. It follows that for sufficiently large n: x,a, E P, so P is Mori. 
(2) H (3). A finite intersection of Mori domains is Mori. 
(3) # (4). Obvious. 
(4) es (1). First consider the case that A is quasilocal. Let M be its maximal ideal. 
If a,EA (nzl) and Aa,zAa2$..., let a,=b,a,+I, b,,eA. As Aa,sAa,+,, we 
obtain 6, EM, so a, EM~,+~ \Ma, (n 2 l), thus Ma, sMa,C, -se, contradicting the 
ACC on principal ideals in M. It follows that A has ACC on principal ideals. 
Assume now that A is not Mori, so there exist ai E A’, x, E K' such that ~,,a; EA for 
lli<n, x,a,&A for all n. If for some n22 and lri<n, we have x,a,$M, then 
x,a; is invertible in A, so for llj<n we have: aj/ai =(x,,a,)/(x,a;)~A, hence 
ES:: Aaj = Aai. Assume that there exist integers 25 n, < n2< e-f and 1~ i, < n, < 
i,<n,<.--, such that x,,aik $ M for all k2 1, then Aa, = CrkT1 Aaj, for all k 5 1. 
Hence, Aa;, cAaizC .... If i<j and AaiCAaj, we have: T,a,EA, x,a;eA, so 
Axja,#Axjaj, Aai#Aaj and AaisAaj. It follows that Aai,sAaj,s-.. , contra- 
dicting the ACC on principal ideals in A, which was proved above. Hence, there 
are no integers nj, ij as above. Therefore there is i0 such that x,a; EM for n > ir iO. 
As M is Mori, we have: x,,a, EM for n%O. We conclude that A is Mori. 
Assume now that A is not quasilocal, so there is an element m in A’ such that m 
and 1 + m are not invertible in A. Assume that ai E A, x, E K, x,a; E A for 1~ i< n 
andx,,a,$A for all n. For anyn, asx,,a,$A, we have: mx,,a,$A or (l+m)x,a,$ 
A, so for one of the elements m, 1+ m, say, m, we have mx,a, $ A for infinitely 
many n’s: nl<n2<-.. . Let M be a maximal ideal containing m. Then, x,,(ma,,)EM 
for 1~ i< k, but x,Jma,,)$ A for all k, thus contradicting the Mori property 
ofM. 0 
Theorem 6.2 shows that the Mori property of a domain with 1 #O is determined 
by its maximal ideals, more precisely, if A is a domain with 1 # 0 such that any maxi- 
mal ideal of A is isomorphic as a ring to a prime ideal in some Mori domain with 
1~0, then A is Mori (a similar remark holds for the CC’). In particular, we obtain 
Barucci’s theorem 131: if A and B are domains contained in a domain with 1 +O, 
1 E A f~ B and A and B have the same prime ideals, then A is Mori * B is Mori. We 
do not assume here any containment relation between A and B. 
As shown in the second part of this paper, a radical ideal in a Mori domain with 
1 #O is Mori if and only if it is a finite intersection of prime ideals. 
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Proposition 6.3. Let P+ 0 be a Mori domain (not necessarily with unit), K its quo- 
tient field. Then (P : P)K is a Mori domain with 1 # 0. 
Proof. Assume that (P : P)K is not Mori, so let x,, E K, a,, E (P : P)K such that x,a; E 
(P:P),for lli<n,butx,a,$(P:P),foralln. Wehave:Px,,a,$ZPforalln.Let 
p,eP (nzl) such that p,,x,a,@P. As a,E(P:P)K, we have p,,a,,EP (nzl). We 
have: x,(p;a;) E P for 15 i<n because x,ai E (P: P)K but x,(p,,a,)$ P for all n, 
thus contradicting the Mori property of P. 0 
By Theorem 6.2, if P is a finite intersection of prime ideals in a Mori domain with 
1 #O and quotient field K, then P is Mori, so by Proposition 6.3, (P: PIK is Mori 
(see also [22, p. 111 and [4, Cor. 111). 
We recall from [lo], that a domain A is called root-closed if xn EA * XEA for 
any n zz 1 and x in the quotient field of A. Any integrally closed domain is root- 
closed. 
Proposition 6.4. Let (A,M) be a quasilocal root-closed domain with 1 #0 of Krull 
dimension 1 and quotient field K. Then, A is Mori H (M: M)K is Mori. 
Proof. ‘*‘. Follows from the remark after Proposition 6.3. 
‘=‘. Let B=(M:M),. Let bEBand b”EMfor somenrl. Then beA, because 
A is root-closed. If n is invertible in A, then it is invertible also in B, contradicting 
the assumption b” EM. It follows that b EM and we conclude that M is a radical 
ideal in B. Let a#0 in M. As dim A = 1, we have in A: M= m. We have in B: 
Ba c MC m and so, M= JI%, because M is radical in B. As B is Mori, we have: 
M= mis a finite intersection of prime ideals in B (see Section 2). By Theorem 6.2, 
M is Mori and so is A. 0 
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